
Implementation

Any attempt to implement the models and methods of this book creates in
itself a process that requires analysis. We would be poor analysts indeed if
the extent of our reasoned thinking about an urban problem stopped with
the mathematics. Rarely are we confronted with the sim pIe situation in which
ali participants in a study share the same priorities and in which the rnodel-
ing and data collection tasks are inexpensive and straightforward. More
likely, things are much more cornplicated.

Since many readers of this book will eventually attempt to develop and
utilize models in an actual urban setting, we wish to c\ose the book by pre-
senting some views on implementation. In the first part of the chapter, to
illustrate the variety offorces and factors that can come into play, we provi de
thumbnail sketches of several "mini case studies" or "war stories" with which
we are familiar. We assume that the reader has reviewed the eight steps in an
operations research study that were discussed in Chapter I. The case studies
point to the difficulties of defining performance measures, prespecifying ali
constraints, identifying all decision makers, and retaining sustained com-
mitment of key personnel. Motivated by the cases, in Section 8.2 we attempt
to outline in a general way the model-related issues found to be important
when attempting implernentation. Here, for instance, experience has shown
that a model's data-base requirement is often a much more troublesome
facto r than is model accuracy. Finally, in Section 8.3, we discuss the all-too-
critical issues re1ated to people and institutions that affect the success or
failure of a model-based analysis. For example, a potentially fatal ílaw in this
area is for an analyst to work solely through a single individual in any
agency-one who speaks "modellanguage" and "agency language." Such an
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individual may be transferred or promoted by the time the model is ready for
use. With the model's major in-house advocate having "vanished" from the
scene, the model, even if mathematically sound and sophisticated, may never
be used.

Throughout this chapter, we think conceptually of model implementation
as taking place within some "intervention program," whose purpose is to
analyze and (probably) change one or more operating procedures of an
urban agency. While such a program may be rather broad-based, including
many types of activities unrelated to models, we naturally focus on its model-
relevant attributes. The intervention program is characterized by a number
of inputs [e.g., the modeles), the analyst(s), the user(s), a feasible set of decision
options], which give rise to aprocess [e.g., the use ofthe modeles), the training
of personnel, the collection of data], which transforms the inputs into desir-
able or undesirable outcomes (e.g., more accessible service, more efficient
operation). Our focus in this chapter will be on the input and process features
of a model-based intervention programo

Research on the implementation of model-based studies, and policy
analytic studies in general, is a new and burgeoning field. Our purpose in
this chapter is to discuss critical points directly relevant to implementing
methods of this book. Hopeful1y, those who are interested in additional
material on implementation will consult the chapter references or the general
references that follow this chapter. There is no sim pie recipe for guaranteeing
implementation success. Our hope here is to establish an awareness of the
need to step beyond the mere technical features of a program and to provide
a framework for formulating practicable implementation strategies.

8.1 SOME MINI "WAR STORIES"

8.1.1 Don't Take My Men Away I

As our first example, we focus on a spatial and temporal reallocation of
personnel within an urban service system. Any time that allocation levels are
changed, certain groups or individuaIs are likely to "gain" while others are
Jikely to "lose," at least as measured on a perceptual basis. Feedback from
these groups and individuaIs may suggest modifications of the objectives,
performance measures, and/or constraints under which the analysis is carried
out. This happened in the late 1960s in the New York City PoJice Depart-
ment when queueing analysis showed that poJice patrol cars could be
"traded" during certain hours among police precincts in southern Manhattan
to reduce queueing delays. While the total number of patrol cars in the set of
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precincts concerned would remain constant, Erlang's formulas (see Section
4.5) showed that, because of ditferences in the 24-hour demand patterns
among the precincts, substantial reductions in queueing delays could be
achieved. The trading was to be implemented by sending one or two of
p.recinct .I's cars to precinct B ,at appointed hours, when the latter pre-
cmct had unusualIy high demando At other hours, when precinct A's demand
was relatively high, reciprocal transfers would occur. In a pilot run, careful-
Iy planned and monitored, queueing delays were reduced by about the
amounts anticipated.

However, precinct commanders, when on duty during the "depleted
hours," found the plan unacceptable. Although it was shown that queueing
delays had not increased measurably during the depleted hours in their
precincts, the commanders felt that they would be unable to handle a serious
emergency (e.g., large fire, civil disturbance) in their precincts, given its
~epleted r.esources, without requesting assistance from other precincts. Quan-
tified, their perceived objective appeared not to be queueing delay reduction
but something close to a "minirnax" strategy, minimization ofthe deleterious
consequences of the largest conceivable event requiring police services that
could occur in their precincts. However, many nonquantifiable factors also
pervaded the issue, including the perceived power associated with the number
of officers under one's command, the dependence associated with relying on
someone else's resources in times of possible large-scale emergency, the cut-
ting oftraditional officer-supervisor relationships by having the officers work
temporarily under ditferent supervisors, the resistance to change brought
about by directive from headquarters, and so on. As a consequence, this
etfort to vary patrollevels by time of day was abandoned.

In this case, none of the model-oriented factors in the study were prob-
lematic. However, because the model users (headquarters statf members) did
not encompass all relevant decision makers-some of whom had objectives
strongly conflicting with the objectives of the model users-implementation
of the program as originally designed was infeasible.1

8.1.2 What-Design a Non-perfectly
Working System 1

It is often difficult for an agency administrator to specify explicitly target
levels for performance measures. This is particularly true when the target
levels must be stated in probabilistic terms, thereby acknowledging that X
percent of the time the system will not perform up to standards.

A few years ago one of us was involved in a very short term (one person-

lSubsequent analyses led to alternative, more politically acceptable reallocations. See,
for example, [LEVI 78].
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month of total effort) study for scheduling telephone operators in a new
city-wide 911 system for New York City. The three-digit number 911 is now
being implemented throughout the United States as a standardized emergency
public safety number through which callers are linked to the local police or
fire department or ambulance service. However, at the time of this study, it
was a relative!y novel concept. In New York's 911 installation, queueing
delays had become intolerable during certain periods of the day and days of
the week. Simple M/M/N queueing theory provided a reasonable initial
procedure for rescheduling the personnel to reduce significantly the delays
experienced.? However, to perform the rescheduling, it was necessary to have
the police commissioner (or his designated representative) state an allocation
objective of the following type:

Specify desired values for T and P, so that no more than P percent of the
911 calls will be delayed T or more seconds.

For instance, if T = 15 and P = 5, then the rescheduling based on the
M/M/N queue would allocate a sufficient number of telephone operators
N(t) during hour t so that no more than 5 percent of the calls would be
delayed 15 or more seconds. While an average of 17 percent of calls were
being delayed 15 or more seconds in the existing system, there were predict-
able periods during which 40 percent of the calIs were being delayed 30 or
more seconds. However, the police commissioner was quite reluctant to
provide values for T and P. FinalIy, he settIed on T = P = 0.0. But, given
the probabilistic nature of queueing systems, such perfect operation is vir-
tualIy impossible with a finite number of servers.

The commissioner's unwillingness to specify a positive value for P c1early
rested in his uneasiness in acknowledging (and approvingl) a system that
functions imperfectly. Imagine a headline in a local newspaper, if the infor-
mation were leaked that T = 15 seconds and P = 5 (assuming that 10,000
calIs are received per day): "Police Commissioner Approves Excessive Delay
in Answering 182,500 Police CaIls This Year 1"

Therefore, not only are explicit statements of objectives difficult to elicit,
but they are even more difficult when they contain a certain admission of
failure as a result of the probabilistic nature of the system.

This case has both a happy and a sad ending. Back at the drawing board,
it was decided to redefine the problem as that of rescheduling the currently

2For the decision at hand, a more sophisticated analysis was not called for. Neither
the time nor the resources were available to construct a detailed model, nor would the
resulting resource allocation benefits of a detailed model have been worth lhe costs
in time and money,
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available person-hours to achieve the lowest possible mean queueing delay
throughout alI hours of the day. Thus, the problem became one of redeploy-
ing person-hours during relatively overstaffed periods to understaffed periods.
To be sure, considerably improved values of T and P resulted from this
procedure, but the police cornmissionenwas never confronted with specifying
them. The derived rescheduling was implemented in its entirety, approxi-
mately one month after the study was completed [LARS na].

The sad ending is associated with training of personnel. Approximately 8
years after the analysis reported here, insufficient training of 911 operators
resulted in widely publicized inadequate response to several high-priority
calIs. FulIy 121 operators were subsequentIy transferred to other duties
(Figure 8.1). Thus, the successful operation of any system requires continued
professional training of personneI. This is just as true for mode! users as for
911 operators; Section 8.3 offers some suggestions for the training of model
users.

FIG URE 8.1 Recent Problems with 911. (Reprinted with permission 01
the New York Posto © 1978, New York Post Corporation.)



·8.1.3 Why Spend Time
and Money Making Declsions ?

A decision maker often pIaces little importance on resource alIocation
decisions that have profound consequences. As an example, several years
ago one of us was working indirectly as a consultant on police patrol alIoca-
tion in one ofthe largest police departments in the United States. The number
of patrol officers to alIocate among police commands was in excess of 10,000.
The direct annual dolIar costs of the patrol force exceeded $200 million at
that time. After work had proceeded on this effort for one month,? a formal
progress briefing was held before the police commissioner. Just prior to the
briefing the commissioner said (in alI seriousness), "What's the matter,
Larson, you've been working full time on this problem for one month and
you haven't yet indicated where I should put my men. Each year I assign a
Iirnited-duty sergeant to work half-time on this problem for two weeks, and
at the end ofthe two weeks he always gives me lhe numbers" [emphasis added].

Apparently, one set ofnumbers was as good to this decision maker as any
..other set. Resource allocation had not been perceived as a problem and thus
little attention had been given to it. The 911 system described above was
finite; people could understand it; if no one answered the telephone for
several minutes, citizens knew what to complain about. Inadequate perfor-
mance of the patrol force was more difficult to identify; citizens' complaints
about the police were usually targeted elsewhere, although many perceived
defects were probably Iinked to and, in some cases, caused by inappropriate
allocation of resources.

The patrol allocation method used by the sergeant entailed a sirnple linear
hazard formula (see e.g., [LARS 72b] or [FERR 78]) containing for each
patrol command about five factors, such as number of serious crimes, square
mileage, street mileage, number of calIs for service, and so on. Patrol officers
were allocated in direct proportion to the hazard formula "scores" for each
patrol command. Of course, over the years it had been found that this method
produced obviously poor allocations in certain far-frorn-average areas (e.g.,
large, sparsely settled cornmunities), perhaps resulting in unusualIy long
travel or response times. Therefore, results of the hazard formulas were
juggled by hand once a year, thus requiring one full week of a sergeant's
time on that project.

As discussed in Chapter 1, performance measures are essential inputs to a
resource allocation processo By setting target levels for each, a decision maker
knows whether and to what extent he or she has achieved his objectives. Most
entries in a hazard formula are input measures (e.g., street mileage). The
formula itself mixes these measures together, much as mixing "apples,

3This occurred before the development of most of the models described in this book.
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oranges, peaches, and pears," yielding nothing even resernbling a perfor-
mance measure. But suppose the police commissioner decides that he wants
to reduce average response time to urgent calIs for police service frorn, say,
6 minutes to 4 minutes. This, then, implies a performance measure and a

)

revised standard of performance. A h.izard formula provides no guidance in
addressing such questions, whereas the methods of this book-based on
performance measures-do.

As an illustrative example, suppose that the commissioner has two
options: (A) add sufficiently many new patrol units, deployed under the
current hazard formula's proportional alIocation scheme, so that the new
performance standard is met; and (B) undertake a resource allocation study
to analyze alternative ways of redeploying currently existing patrol units in
order to reduce response time to urgent calIs. Option A is found to require N
new patrol units; Option B can only reduce urgent response time to 4.8
minutes and requires N' <N new units to achieve the desired 4-minute leveI.
If each patrol unit costs $200,000 per year, option A costs $(200,OOO).N;
option B costs $(200,000). N' plus the one-time cost of the alIocation study,
say $100,000. As long as

(200,000).N' + 100,000 < (200,000)N

then the allocation study option is the more cost-effective option, even when
charged entirely to the first year of operation. In fact, the first year savings"
of($200,OOO·(N - N') - $100,000) could be a considerable sum of money.
And each subsequent year, an additional $200,OOO·(N - N') would be
saved. In the absence of performance measures, the police commissioner in
our study saw no such value in spending time and' money "thinking about
decisions."

8.1.4 Busing to Build

The causes for success or failure in implementing a study are often com-
plicated, requiring months, perhaps years, to discover. Probably the most
successfuI of the student projects in the MIT graduate course related to this
book involved the redeployment ofpublic school buses in a suburb of Boston.
(This project occurred before the recent court-ordered busing of school-
children in Boston to achieve racial balance.) Each year this municipality put
a contract out for bid to bus-Ieasing companies to provide the community's
schooI busing services during the coming year. The cost ofthe contract turned
out to be almost direct1y proportional to the number ofbuses required, which

4A more sophisticated way of computing the cost effectiveness ratio, as discussed in
Chapter 1, is to use the concept of (discounted) present value. This is not necessary
here to iIIustrate the point of the example.
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was specified by the municipality in accordance with the bus routes and
schedules annually developed by lhe Departrnent of Schools. Over the years
this community had grown considerably, with new housing occupying once-
undeveloped land. As a result, the number of schools and school-bus routes
had increased greatly ..School-bus routes had been added on top of existing
routes, with often two (and in one case three) buses stopping at the same
stop at different times in the morning to transport children to the same
school!

For their project, a group of three of our students worked with members
of the School Committee to redraw school bus routes and reschedule their
arrival and departure times (the same bus would make several trips in the
morning, as elementary, junior high, and high schools each had different
starting times). By employing a good deal of common sense and a number of
heuristic routing techniques from network analysis, the students prepared a
recommended redeployment of buses for one of the junior high schools.
After giving a class presentation, which was attended by the Superintendent
of Schools of that suburb, they were invited to present their results formally
to the entire School Committee.

Almost immediately after their formal presentation, they were hired by
the School Committee to work through the summer on implementing a new
bus routing and scheduling system in September for the entire school sys-
tem. This they did, but not without some problems. For instance, the newly
derived bus routes suggested changing slightly the areas served by the "north"
and "south" high schools. This shift caused the star football halfback for
one of the schools to be reassigned to the other, the two being arch Thanks-
giving Day rivaIs. Such a redesign was deemed politically unacceptable and
resulted in gerrymandering that maintained the halfback's school allegiance
(Figure 8.2). Other factors were also considered, such as safe locations for
U-turns of buses and safe walkways for students, requiring extensive driving
throughout the town to discover its idiosyncracies. Finally, after certain data-
collection problems had been resolved in August, the plan was implemented
on schedule in September. A telephone complaint service was set up to
respond to calls from parents. This resulted in some further modifications of
the bus deployment plan until the final plan for the year was arrived at
approximately 2 weeks after the start of school.

The cost to the town for the students' summer professional services was
$10,000. The savings in school-bus costs to the town for the first year alone
were about $130,000, amounting to about 26 percent of its annual $500,000
bill for the school-bus services.

Virtually no one in a decision-making position objected to this study,
and most supported it vigorously-an occurrence that is almost unparalleled
in the authors' experiences. Within the following year, we discovered some
of the hidden ingredients. First, the school superintendent was new at the
job, having been hired the preceding spring; he did not have to bear the
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FIGURE 8.2 Saving the star halfback.

legacy for past inefficiencies. In addition, the person whose duty it had been
to design school bus routes had retired at approximately the time the new
superintendent took office. Thus, there was no one around to defend old
policies. Most important, however, the school superintendent had a "hidden
agenda": he was trying to put before the electorate a $12,000,000 school-
construction bond issue, and the documented savings for school busing of
$130,000 per year (and a 13: 1 benefit cost ratio during that first year alone)
demonstrated that he was "frugal," and, by implication, that the bond issue
must be necessary.

8.1.5 Buses Come in Bunches

Other student projects did not meet with such immediate success, and
some were simply ignored by decision makers. One topic that received the
attention of two project groups (in two succeeding years) and resulted in two
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Master's theses is the "bunching" or "clumping" problem of buses. (See
Chapter 1, including the letter to the editor from an irritated bus passenger.)
To restate the problem, briefly, the clumping ofbuses tends to occur naturally
even when buses are dispatched at prescribed intervals from one end of a
transportation route. Any system perturbation (e.g., more passengers than
average, traffic delays) will cause onebus to slow down (operating behind
schedule). This slowdown becomes more pronounced at each successive
stop, as more and more passengers have accumulated since the time of the
most recent bus. Meanwhile, the bus immediately behind the slowed bus
"speeds up," since it finds fewer and fewer passengers waiting (because ofthe
shortened bus interarrival time). Eventually, the buses "clump"; that is, they
come together due to this accelerating processo

Our students developed both analytical and simulation models to dis-
cover ways to reduce the occurrences of clumping. Several guidelines were
established that involved only local controls, such as delaying the departure
of a bus at a stop if the most recent bus left the stop "too recently."
However, no one could be found in the local public transportation services
who viewed this as a problem deserving of their attention. So, considerably
more (and quite original) analytical work was done on bus clumping than on
the school busing problem, but no implementation can be reported.

8.1.6 Hypercubed Ambulances

A student project on ambulance allocation in Boston in 1972 resulted in
a Master's thesis [HOEY 73] in which the student used an ear1y version of
the hypercube queueing model to help determine the required number and
locations of ambulances in Boston. The city, at that time, was planning a
shift from a police-operated ambulance service to one run by the Depart-
ment of Health and HospitaIs. While the recornmendations in the study were
expressed in concrete terms (e.g., "have X ambulances available during these
hours and put them in these locations'"), the student felt frustrated by the
lack of any immediate action on his plans.

As it turned out, the actual decision process was a complicated multiyear
process involving diverse citizen's groups, private ambulance firms, the police
department, the fire department, and the Department of Health and Hospi-
taIs. Later, a state law was passed requiring upgrading of the emergency
medical skills of ali ambulance attendants. However, throughout this long,
drawn-out process, the student's thesis (which was published) was used as the
analytical blueprint for "what should be done, if we can figure out who
should do it." Thus, it contributed to the analytical side of a highly political
decision-making processo

sSpecial curb-side arnbulance locations were allowed, thereby elirninating any con-
straint to locate thern in prespecified ambulance garages.
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In the spri ng of 1978, fully 6 years after the original thesis was written
the Department of Health and HospitaIs contracted with a local not-for-
profit firm to implement the hypercube queueing model on its own computer
system. The model is now being used to deploy Boston's 14 new ambulances
and to plan foisystem evolution overthe next 10 to 15 years [BRAN 78J.

8.1.7 Vanishing Advocate (Figure 8.3)

In Bost?n a simulation model originally developed by one of us for the
Boston Police Department was reprogrammed with a naturallanguage inter-
face especialIy tailored to the needs of the Department. Virtually ali of the
work had been carried out in cooperation with one civilian planner in the
Department, who happened to be a former MIT student. This planner, who
became a c~os.eworking assistant of the Police Commissioner, resigned with
the Commissioner when the mayor decided against the Commissioner's
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FIGURE 8.3 The vanishing advocate.

reappointment for another 5-year termo The simulation model at that time
was only 4 months away from completion. Not only did no one else in the
departrnent k~ow much about it, but the mode! itself took on a politica!
~dentlty associated with the "old regime." Despite attempts to teach others
III the Department how to use the model, it was never used and went into
"hibernation" after its completion. (For details, see [HEBE 78a].)

8.1.8 Model "On the Road"

ln. the late 1960s, Sergeant Glenn Pauly" played a key role in establishing
a pohc~ resource a~location system based on an M/M/N priority queueing
model in the planning office of the S1. Louis Police Departmcnt. A detailed

6Nowa Captain, retired.
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computer package was developed and, under Pauly's guidance, used by
most of the district commanders in St. Louis. The package was so successful

.that it was picked up by IBM, modified slightly, and marketed as an IBM
product.?

Later, IBM's package was implemented in the Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment (LAPD). However, shortly thereafter the LAPD changed operating
procedures to the "Basic Car Plan," which tended to queue calls in a police
beat more frequently so that the beat car could respond to more of them.
Thus, "beat identity" became the key objective rather than response-time
reduction. The IBM model, empIoying as it did assumptions from the MjMjN
queueing model, no longer accurately portrayed operations in Los Angeles,
and consequently fel! into disuse. In this case, the model was not ftexible
enough to adapt to a new set of operating procedures nor were there
personnel within the LAPD who could perform the modifications (see [HEBE
78b]).

8.2 MODEL-RELATED ISSUES
AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

We now attempt to build from the case studies and related experiences to
identify and discuss the general factors that can inftuence the chance of sue-
cessful implementation of a model-based study. Our discussion starts with
the central concern ofthis book-the mathematical model and its attributes-
and broadens to include people and their institutions. In considering models
for implementation, one can select preexisting models, often available at
minimal cost in the public domain; or one can develop new models ; or-
combining the first two options-one can modify existing models to suit
certain agency-specific needs. The individual making this model-selection
decision may be the analyst (probably under contract to the user's agency)
or the user himself, especial!y in cases in which an in-house study is being
conducted. To address the decision in a systematic manner, the important
attributes of each prospective model must be considered. No simple algorithm
or formula exists for doing this. Evaluation of alternative models for use in a
program is often a highly subjective processo Nevertheless, we attempt here
to set out those model attributes that we and other researchers have found to
be significant. Undoubtedly, in many programs other model-related factors
wiII surface that we do not address here.

"Later Pauly was promoted out of the planning office, and the resource allocation
package in St. Louis fel! into disuse. Here an in-house advocate vanished by pro-
motion.

8.2.1 Performance Measures

First and foremost, the outputs of a model-its computed performance
measures-shollld be scrutinized. They should be understandable to both
agency decision makers and the public, They should reftect to the extent pos-
sible the agency's stated objectives, relate to measurable quantitites in the
actual system, be statistical!y stable under one set of operating policies, and
if the mo deI is to be used to compare alternatives, be dependent on the
operating policy selected.

Given a rneaningful and complete set of performance measures, one can
begin to discuss returns on investment of a model-selected policy in an urban
system, thereby bringing it slightly eloser to its industrial counterparts.
[DAEL 76]. For instance, in an urban services context one could begin to
say: "Policy X costing $ Y has brought the same improvement in operation
as N additionaI personnel, costing $Z, would bring"; thus, a fraction (YjZ)
ofthe "more patroI personnel" investment brings about an identical improve-
ment in service. [Recal! our patrol alIocation study above ("Why Spend Time
and Money Making Decisions ?").] Such statements, however, may not be
easy to make in systems with multiple and conflicting objectives; in such
cases the model should provide the decision maker with estimated values of
each of the competing performance measures, some of which are perhaps
aggregate-reftecting overal! efficiency-while others are distributive-reflect-
ing equity of service among neighborhoods. Then the decision maker has to
weigh factors subjectively (and objectively) to select an appropriate operating
policy, perhaps using methods of multiattribute decision analysis [KEEN
76].

8.2.2 Model Accuracy

Given equal!y useful sets of performance measures, models are often
compared on their predictive accuracy. This is fine if not taken to extremes.
Mode! accuracy should be judged in terms of its decision-aiding uti!ity. If a
simple M/M/N queueing model will suffice for determining a preferable
scheduling of service personnel, an elaborate simulation is not required,
[Simple models were dictated in the 911 case study, in which results were
needed in one month.] AlI too often we see a model criticized for not depicting
to the finest detai I al! of the operational idiosyncrasies of a system; this is a
key motivation for builders of simulation models to err by inclusion much
more often than by exclusion. As model creators, we muy tcnd in our enthu-
siasm to transfer our priorities from the decision maker to the mode! itself.
A model's comparative advantage in decision aiding is, in our opinion, more
relevant than its predictive accuracy. In this light-to overstate the casc-a
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model could be a factor of 2 in errar on the primary performance measure,
but (as long as the factor remains constant) the model would be fine for
rank-ordering alternatives and assessing their relative merits. Of course, we
do not advocate factor-of-2 errors. But we believe energies directed at con-
cerns for multidecimal accuracy might be better expended in other parts of
the implementation processo

8.2.3 Data for theModel

An important model-related attribute, a model's data requirements, can
often represent major impediments to implementation. Chaiken reports in a
study of urban model implementation successes and failures that the data
need of a model is the most frequent model-based factor that led to failure of
implementation. [CHAI 75]. One may have developed a highly efficient
model, costing, say, just a few dollars per run on the computer; if, however,
the cost of collecting data for the model runs in the thousands of dollars and
requires months to complete, both the dollar and the time limits placed on
the decision(s) at hand may be exceeded (see Figure 8.4). This factor is a
highly relevant one to consider when thinking about degree of aggregation
versus levei of detail of a mode!.

Data
hopper

for
super
model @li

Super model

FIGU RE 8.4 Even the best model can be too data hungry.

lt has been our experience that for a given model, two very similar cities
can incur very dissimilar data collection costs. Critical factors affecting data
collection include an agency's former record keeping, both in terms of con-
tents and of accuracy; the need for pilot data-collection efforts for new types
of data; the number and types of personnel available to carry out data col-
lection; and the amount and type of computer services required. Most often,
accurate computer-encoded records also provide the least expensive and most
timely data inputs. Boston's Department of Health and Hospitais has little
trouble providing data for its hypercube model, since most required data are
generated routinely by an on-line computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system.

8.2.4 Documentation

Complete and comprehensive documentation is necessary when an existing
model from elsewhere is being transferred and perhaps modified. Even at the
"home" for the model, the original bpilder and/or computer programmer
will eventually leave the agency. Therefore, documentation is required for
ongoing use, for various users whose identities probably change over time,
and for updating to reflect changing city characteristics or agency policies.

A recent HUD-supported urban modeling effort at the Rand Corpora-
tion specified what we believe to be very reasonable documentation require-
ments for a transferable model [CHAI 78]:

1. An executive summary, containing a nontechnical intraduction to the
model, information to assist an administrator in deciding whether to
use the model, and details about how the computer program can be
obtained.

2. A technical description, to provi de analysts with an understanding of
the theoretical underpinnings of the mode!.

3. A user's manual, describing, step by step, how the model is operated
once it is installed on a computer system.

4. A description of the computer program (a "programmer's manual"),
written for data-processing personnel and providing sufficient infor-
mation to permit installation of the model, construction of the
required data base, and modification of the model, if desired.

Of course, simple models developed solely for local use may not require such
extensive documentation.

Computer-related issues, Most models today are computer-implemented.
This raises issues with regard to the following:

1. A model's compute r requirements, including computer language
(e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL, ALGOL, PL/I, SIMSCRIPT, etc.), core storage
requirements, and execution-time requirements.

2. The computer capabilities available to the agency, including those of
the city, local universities, and cornmercial vendors, as well as thosc
controlled internally.

3. The computer experience of lhe user.

Many communities initiated computer usage several years ago, primarily
for accounting purposes. A popular computer language for accounting is
COBOL, which is implemented much more widely in municipalities than, say,
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PL/l or even FORTRAN. Most models, however, are developed using a "scien-
tific language," such as FORTRAN, PL/l, or ALGOL. Thus, the potential for a
mismatch is apparent. Also, local computers often have severe core storage
limitations. However, with the wide accessibility of commercial time-sharing
computer services, the limitations of local computers should become less of
a constraint in the future. For example, the PCAM program (Patrol Car
AlIocation Model), which was an outgrowth of two of the mini cases reported
earlier, is supported on a commercial time-sharing system [CHAI 78].

A lack of computer experience on the part of the user may imply that
more time and effort is necessary to "conquer the learning curve" of the
model, as discussed in Section 8.3.

apply here. Surely no model should be so rigid that the most minor change
in an agency's operating policies makes the model obsolete. The professional
model builder should incorporate sufficient f1exibility into the model design
to allow for reasonable changes in operating rules that do not violate the cost
constraints of model development and .implementation.

8.2.6 Exploring Alternatives

8.2.5 Model Adaptability

As a decision-making tool, a model is supposed to be a relatively acces-
sible instrument with which to explore the consequences of aIternative operat-
ing policies. Its data base and decision variables should be easy to change, its
outputs easy to understand, and its use in systematic exploration of the
"decision space" should be simple.

In attempting to achieve these laudable goals for a model, the first ques-
tion to ask is simply this: Does the model have understandable outputs'l As
straightforward as this question may appear, output formats are quite impor-
tant to the user. For instance, we have found the incorporation of a user
"glossary" as an input option to be very important. Such a glossary allows
the user to identify the model with his or her agency, with agency and city
specific names for geographical atoms, vehicles, response areas or districts,
routes, and so on. Seeing "Times Square" on the output is much more
meaningful to a New York City user than "geographical atom 12." Also,
sim pie word choices such as "average" rather than "mean" can be important.
A detailed model may be improved by producing different levels of aggrega-
tion for outputs, from highly aggregate (city-wide) to highly disaggregate
(neighborhood-oriented) outputs.

To assist in modifying operating policies and other input data, a natural
language interface linking the user to the model is often appropriate. Such an
interface is a computer program that "talks with" the user in his or her
language, while being capable of aItering ali input data in the model, It is a
model/user "go-between." It assists in adding units, redeploying units,
rescheduling, reprioritizing, redistributing demand, and so on, none of which
need cause headaches associated with data-card changes. Rather, the user can
express his or her desire for an alternative policy in language with which he
or she is most comfortable and the interface program does the tedious work
of changing data cards. This on-line procedure can even be used in sub-
mitting batch-processing production runs.

Once data changes can be readily made, we must concern ourselves with
the user's systematic exploration of alternativc policies. Such uscr-directecl
exploration would not be required if he or she could use an optimization
algorithm to compute "the unique answer." It is our view that few urban
services can directly implement the results of an optimization mode!. This is
due to the complexity and multifacetedness of most urban services, where

The model-related issues we 'have discussed to this point are ali rather
concrete and relatively easy to address. Other, more subjective model attributes
are also important, however. For an agency considering implementation of
an existing model, a critical question becomes: Is this model adaptable to the
particular agency's needs? For any agency contemplating long-term use of a
model, an analogous question can be stated: Is this model flexible in ongoing
use? This second question relates to whether the model can be adjusted to
depict changes in operating policies that are bound to occur from time to
time.

The importance of adaptability (generalizability) in transfer has already
been discussed in the context of the M/M/N priority queueing model for
police deployment. One city's standard operating procedure may be entirely
unacceptable in another city. Even apparently subtle changes in operating
policy can violate the theoretical underpinnings of an existing model (as any
reader of Chapters 3-7 should be aware of by now!).

When trying to circumvent the transferability problem, one must naturally
ask: "How much generality can I afford?" If a model is being funded inter-
nally, the model builder has no obligation to incorporate generalizability
beyond that needed for the client city. If the model is being funded by a
federal agency, more generality is certainly caIled for. However, even then
there are limits, including those posed by analytical tractability as well as by
costs.

Regarding ongoing use in a single jurisdiction, an agency's operating
rules are likely to change over time. A prioritized response service may
radicaIly change its prioritization structure. A school district may split a 6-
year high school into à 3-year junior high and a 3-year senior high. A bus
company may introduce new types of vehicles. The question to the modeler
is: To what extent will the model still be useful under various conceivable
operating changes? The same comments made above about generalizability
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8.3 ISSUES RElATED TO PEOPLE
AND INSTITUTIONS

The training and technical background 0/ lhe user(s) is obviously impor-
tant. ln a technical sense, one needs to know the appropriate leveI of com-
plexity for the modelfuser interface. How much can the user(s) be expected
to know about statistics, probabilities, means, modes, medians, variances,
and so on? AVa more subtle leveI, it has been the experience of the authors

)

that agency personnel often tend to think of their agency's operation in
clinical terms (i.e., on a case-by-case basis) rather than conceptually or in
terms of statistical patterns. Case recolIection is often based on extremes, not
averages. "I remember during the flood of 1954, when ... ," the scenario
might go. Thus, the whole concept of models, with their implied statistical
regularities and their inability to incorporate alI possible extreme events, is
foreign to many urban decision makers. A model's implementor must be
sensitive to this issue and attempt, through simple examples, to convey the
meaning of models, together with their uses and their limitations.

The position and power 0/ user(s) clearly inftuence the likelihood of even-
tual implementation. A limited-duty sergeant is not adequate as the sole
contact point for a massive patrol redeployment effort. Even a high-
ranking official, operating alone, may not be a sufficient resource to promote
implementation.

objectives and constraints can rarely be uncontestedly expressed in mathe-
matical formo Rather, it is felt that a user with an intimate knowledge of his
or her own city, can be an excelIent judge of the qualitative factors that are
relevant. Using the computer to calculate the important performance mea-
sures of proposed alternative operating policies, model usage becomes an
iterative processo First, the user proposes a particular operating policy (e.g.,
deployment of resources) and has the compute r model calculate the resulting
values of performance measures. The user then incorporates this evidence,
including possible workload imbalances among workers and/or inequities in
citizen accessibility to service, with the remainder of his or her knowledge
of the area under consideration, and decides whether to accept the proposed
operating policy or to devise an altered one. ln the latter case, the entire
process is repeated one, two, or several times until a satisfactory operating
policy is obtained. ln this way, good use is made of the user's talents and
the computer's computational power.

8.3.2 The Analyst
Although a model and its attributes are important in any intervention pro-
grarn, the ultimate success or failure of a program depends on the people and
institutions involved. ln this section we attempt to describe the important
issues related to the user, the analyst, the individuaIs who would be affected
by any implemented change, and the broader institutional setting.

8.3.1 Tha Usar

The urban analyst assists in the technical details of model selection and
development, data collection, computer implementation and usage, and-
most important-is responsible for training the user(s). Bis or her attributcs
are just as important as the user's. Concerns with educational and experiential
background, commitment, and so on, paraIlel directly those of the user.

Administratively, the analyst is typically under contract to the user's
agency or is utilized as a consultant on an "as-needed" basis.

Is an analyst needed in a model transfer situation? The user may be
tempted to "go it alone" when attempting to implement a model transferred
from another jurisdiction. Can the user play the role of analyst in such
cases? Eventually, this may become standard procedure. However, given the
current state of urban modeling and iniplementation, we feel that such a user
should have available one or more persons ("analysts") to provide technical
assistance. The assistance may come from the original model builder, a local
university, or even a professional consultant. Whatever the source, it is clear
that any user will probably encounter a number of problems that have to
be dealt with in novel ways, ranging from computer compatibility with the
original program, to statistical data-collection issues, to questions pertaining
to operational complexities of his or her own system. Rare is the model that
survives (and tbrives) in a public institution without the presence of technical
assistance.

The user may in fact be several individuaIs, each having quite different
attributes. For convenience in the following we shall refer to the singular
user, recognizing that several individuaIs may be involved.

The user enters any implementation program with a given leveI of com-
mitment, educational and experiential background, and degree of authority.
Ris or her serious dedication to the particular problem area under study is
essential for success ofthe programo The concern oftbe school superintendent
in the school-busing example can be contrasted with the lack of concern of
the police commissioner ("Why spend time and money remaking already
adequate decisions ?"). lmplementation has always been much more likely in
a situation in which the agency steps forward and announces a problem in
need of a solution (thus reflecting commitment), rather than one in which an
analyst goes to an agency with a problem solution looking for a needy user.
(The latter mistake was made in the "bus cIumping" mini case.)



8.3.3 The User's Agency

The institutional setting in which an intervention program takes place
can suggest alternative implementation strategies. An agency that is accus-
tomed to data collection and its use in management decision making can be
contrasted to one in which decisions are solely "intuitive," based on judg-
ment, experience, and pressures from citizens' groups. Some agencies are
highly professional, utilizing standards of accountability; other are fraternal,
often insular, choosing to do things based on historical tradition. Particularly
for the more custom-bound agencies, considerable ingenuity is required of
the analyst to arrive at an appropriate implementation plano A major com-
ponent of almost any plan should be building a broad base of support for the
etfort, as discussed below (see Section 8.3.5).

AI! agencies must operate within various constraints, inc1uding those
related to time, budget, and operations.

A time constraint is a deadline of some type. It may refer to the fiscal year,
calendar year, contract obligations, elections, or reappointments. Most urban
decision makers operate under tight time constraints. Many, it seems, always
work in a near-crisis environment. Thus, few city-specific studies have avail-
able the time that is often desired by the model implementors. Compromises
must be reached. The realities of deadlines must be faced. There are too
many models now lying peacefulIy in the graveyard of models which con-
sumed 80 to 90 percent of a project's etforts, leaving ali too little time for the
remaining processes (e.g., user training, analysis of production runs, institut-
ing operating changes) that must be undertaken in a successful model imple-
mentation etfort.

Budgeting constraints often limit the duration of an intervention program
and the types of analyses that can be performed. On the positive side, limited
budgets also imply ceilings on labor pools, which should enhance in the future
urban managers' interest in etfective utilization of existing or projected
personneI.

A system's operating constraints limit the range of alternatives that may
be examined in a model-based analysis. For instance, the State of New York
had on its books for over 50 years a "three-platoon law" that limited the
scheduling flexibility of police personnel. In general, the constraints with
which one deals may be legal, financial, political, or technical. The highly
visible constraints, such as state laws or collective bargaining agreements, are
relatively easy to incorporate into an analysis. The difficult ones are invisible
at first (remember the star halfback who was initially assigned to a rival
school ?). In an urban environment, it is our contention that virtualIy no
change of significance can occur without some hitherto invisible constraints
rising to the surface. No model can be expected to incorporate awareness of
the existence of star halfbacks; rather, the model implementation process
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should be designed to anticipate and correct for such hidden constraints
when they come to light.

FinaIIy, an institution can be considered to have natural time constants,
reflecting typica I lengths of time required for it to accept and incorporate an
attempted change. A fairly simple cha nge (e.g., a rescheduling of personnel)
may be adopted fully within days or weeks. A more fundamental change,
perhaps markedly atfecting the institution, may require a substantial turnover
in current personnel before fuI! acceptance. This would be necessary to
diminish the importance of "institutional memories,' which are often sup-
portive of traditional policies. Here, we find it convenient to think of an
agency's institutional time constant as the time to achieve a 50 percent turno ver
in personnel. For a system operating in equilibrium with, say, a 25-year retire-
ment plan, its institutional time constant would be (25/2) = 12.5 years
(Figure 8.S). This is a sobering thought for those who expect instant cures to
various urban problems.

Change of personnel (%)

100 ------------------------..----

5 10 15 25 years Time
(retirement

time)
Institution's

time constant

FIGURE 8.5 Institutional time constant.

8.3.4 Other Groups and Agencies

The setting of an intervention program goes beyond the user, the analyst,
and the user's institution. Jt incIudes other groups and agencies likely to be
atfected by any proposed change. An early understanclingand appreciation
of this broader environment can markedly increase the chance of successful,
widely supported implementation. The individuaIs who will be atfected by a
change incIude citizens who are consurners of the agency's services, agency
workers, agency managers, and perhaps other individuaIs in related agencies.
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The reassignment of schooIchildren to another school will affect the children's
friendship networks and their parents' time investment in the previous school;
even the rescheduling of school buses can upset daily life patterns. These are
legitimate concerns that alI too often have been ignored by narrowly focused
operations research analysts trying to solve the problem by implementing the
latest "transportation" or "assignment problem" computer code. The cJosing
down of a police station, library, or "littIe city hall" can generate similar
concerns.

Agency workers have designed their lives around current operations; any
change will upset these patterns. Thus, a rescheduling of personnel or a
spatial reassignment will affect a worker's temporal routine andjor com-
muting patterns.

Sometimes the investment in the status quo runs deep, as in a case con-
cerning fire department personnel in New York City. Here, the New York
City Rand Tnstitute recommended an adaptive response strategy that would
have resulted in relatively underutilized fire companies responding more
frequently into high-alarrn districts. This attempt to balance workloads,
although quite rational from the point of view of the models of this book,
met with stiff opposition from the firefighters' de facto union. They argued,
in effect, that assignment to a Iight-alarrn-load fire company had beco me a
seniority right, and to change this pattern would upset the long-sought-for
seniority privileges of the firefighters. Thus, the status quo had the younger,
less-experienced firefighters in the high-alarrn-rate districts.

Related outside agencies and groups should also be incorporated into an
intervention programo For instance, a new public ambulance system should
interface with private ambulance companies. A revised or initial implementa-
tion of 911 as a city's emergency number requires cooperative interaction
among police, fire, and emergency medical personnel. The elimination ("con-
solidation") of a police precinct or a local post office will concern citizens'
groups, who should be consulted prior to such a move. Development of a
geographically oriented data base, perhaps refiecting partitioning into small
celIs or geographical atoms, should be done in concert with other city
agencies that have already completed or that contemplate such a task. Lack
of concern for such interaction can create opponents to a new program, much
in the same manner as opponents can surface from within a user's agency.

8.3.5 Model Constituency

Because of alI the diverse interests that can surface in an intervention
program, it is necessary that any such program have a broad support base or
constituency. ln a program that is strongly model-oriented, one must build a
constituency for the mo deI itself. Such a constituency comprises the model
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users and other individuaIs and groups that support the model implernenta-
tion effort.

Building a constituency for a model is often difficult. The urban analyst
is likely to ferI most comfortable interacting with a "bilingual person" in the
agency, one who speaks "model l.mguage" as welI as "agency language."
Such people are rare and highly valued. They are professionally mobile-apt
to be promoted or to reJocate voluntarily to another agency. An urban
analyst who builds his or her implementation process solely through this one
person sureJy has manufactured a weak link in the implementation processo
Any program that requires more than, say, one year to complete, runs a high
risk of losing such a person, resulting in a "vanishing advocate" [CHAI 75].
(Recall the Boston police simulation mini case study.)

Developing a broader constituency by holding workshops and training
sessions and soliciting feedback has other important benefits. Agency per-
sonnel, through feedback, often provi de inputs that can turn an otherwise
naive modeling study into a realistic and sound anaJysis. Such feedback can
relate to safety factors (e.g., permissible U-turns for school buses"), concerns
over supervision (e.g., as in the swapping of pouce patrol officers in southern
Manhattan), legal issues (e.g., in the selection of a jury poo!), correct inter-
pretation of recorded data (e.g., as in the accuracy of recorded traveI times),
and probable response of rank-and-file workers to a proposed innovation
(e.g., to a redeployment of personnel). The process of eliciting feedback can
transform otherwise skeptical, perhaps even hostile, personnel into fully
participating supportive alJies of the study. Supervisory personnel, as well as
in-the-field workers, can become advocates. A broad mutual investment in a
program is not likely to lead to subversion during implementation. And a
model either created or at least modified in the presence of feedback from
personnel is more likely to deserve broad-based support.

The needs and priorities of the user and other managers should also be
considered when building a constituency. Key decision makers, including the
user, have short- and long-range goals that can have a beneficial or detrirnen-
tal effect on an implementation effort. Remember the commissioner of educa-
tion whose short-range goal was demonstrating frugality, leading to a
long-range goal (passing a multi-rnillion-dollar bond issue)? Or a long-range
goal of an urban official may be reappointment or reelection, and an urban
modeling analysis may be viewed positively or negatively in this light. Some
of these goals may be apparent to the urban analyst; many come to light
only after the facto A common mistake here is for the analyst to focus on
long-range projects while ignoring short-terrn problems. Public decision

BThe students performing the school busing study interviewed bus drivers to acquire
this information.
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makers are often under pressure to "put out fires," and analytic assistance is
usually very much appreciated. Short-terrn assistance, even if it appears to
delay progress in long-range projects, has two benefits: (1) it helps the deci-
sion maker address the current problem, and (2) perhaps more fundamentally,
it establishes credibility for the analyst in the eyes of the decision maker,
thereby enhancing his interest in the long-range projects.

A strong model constituency is no guarantee against the vanishing advo-
cate syndrome. Sometimes a modeling effort is associated with a particular
administrative regime; viewed as an instrument of reform, it develops polit-
ical attributes. Should the current regime-the one supporting the modeling
effort=-be replaced, the effort could bediscarded because of its links with that
regime. However, any innovation viewed as a reform runs similar risks.
The development of a wide base of support minimizes this risk.

Knowledge User

8.3.6 Training: Conquering the learning Curve

The analyst usually has the important responsibility of training the user.
With the analyst's assistance and guidance, the user must invest time and
effort to become comfortable with and knowledgeable about the model and
its use. Psychologists model such a process with a learning curve, which
starts low at a pointof relative ignorance, often climbs steeply during the
first phases of learning, and then tends to a gradually decreasing positive
slope as the learner asymptotically approaches his final level of understand-
ing" (Figure 8.6). The urban analyst should be aware that the model he or
she developed and is attempting to implement represents a complex set of
processes that even other analysts might have difficulty fully grasping. Thus,
an urban decision maker, usually trained by case study (often on the job) and
utilizing ad hoc techniques that have been proven historically at least not to
fail, can be expected to have difficulty with models and their uses. The urban
analyst should be committed to helping the user climb his or her own learning
curve, beyond naive acceptance of the model, to fuII understanding of the
uses and potential abuses of the mode!.

One technique that we have found useful in the learning (training) pro-
cess is to develop simple examples, augmented by "rules of thumb," to aid
insight and intuition. The example of Chapter 1, comparing deterministic
and probabilistic reasoning for a single police patrol beat, ilIustrates several
concepts that reappear in more complex settings. Rules of thumb include
"square-root laws" for traveI distances in an urban setting, which have the
additional advantage of diminishing the importance of thinking purely in

o Time

FIGURE 8.6 User conquering the learning curve.

9See, for example, L. L. Thurstone, "The Learning Curve Equation," Psychology
Monograph, 26 (114),11-13 (1919); reprinted in Mathematics and Psychology; G. A.
Miller, ed., Wiley, New York, 1964, pp. 128-130.

terms of linear relationships. Simple queueing formulas also demonstrate the
highly nonlinear performance of probabilistic systems. Fr?m Chapter 5 we
know that the fraction of dispatch assignments that are interresponse arc.a
assignments is at least as great as the average system utilization factor. This
can be argued intuitively in a way which (1) gi.ve~ th~. user another rul~ ~f
thumb and (2) helps him or her develop more insight .Into the pr.obabllls.tlc
nature of operations. We have found such approaches invaluable m explain-
ing the hypercube model to users [LARS 72b]. The New York City Rand
Fire Project utilized this approach with simulation mode.ls [lONA 75), ~nd
now mathematical programming enthusiasts are arguing for a similar
approach [GEOF 76].

When learning to operate the model, the user must eventually c.onfront
the problem of specifying performance standards tha; he .o.r she wls.hcs t~
achieve by utilizing the results of the model. A user s ablll~y to artlcula~c
performance standards seems to vary with the ex.ten~ tç>whlch. the modc~,~
performance measures capture an agency's true objectives and with the usei S

understanding of these measures. Some cornplicatcd weighted formula, evcn
if derived from the latest treatise on decision theory, may be o~aque t~ a
user. In general, simple performance measures that arise naturally 111 ongomg
operations are preferable to fabricated ones.
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The analyst, when acting as trainer, may discover that the user is reluctant
to articulate performance standards. Most operating urban systems reftect
an evolution of decisions made in response to feedback from citizens,
workers, and managers. The current picture, the status quo, is the net result
of ali these historical forces. RecaIl the police commissioner who at fírst
refused to specify the T and P values for his 911 emergency system and who
finaIly settled on T = P = O. To articulate clearly the performance objectives
of the system would almost certainly reveal the inadequacy of the status quo
to some groups. To be sure, the present state of affairs has its own implicit
performance standards. But discomfort with these standards, and hence pos-
sible disruption ofthe status quo, are more likely to occur only when they are
made explicit. (Sornewhat ironicaIly, it is the stark political neutrality of a
model, with its ever-visible performance measures, that makes it, in a sense,
politica!.) If the user is unwilling to specify performance measures, the
analystjtrainer can suggest exploring policies that maintain current man-
power levels (as was done for the 911 study) or otherwise satisfy constraints
with which the user is comfortable; however, his or her selection of a
final policy wiIl still require some consideration of achievable performance
standards.

cess or the limits of quantitative methods. Analytical competence must be
balanced with mature judgment. The uncritical application of any of the
methods of this book will almost surely lead to frustration and failure. lt has
been our observation that modelers who have pursued implementation with
the same energy as they applied to modeling have been successful in the urban
scene.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, increasingly severe financial constraints are
confronting cities throughout the industrialized world. Yet urban residents
are demanding more services, in type, quantity, and quality. Hence, adminis-
trators of urban services are being forced to become managers, weighing the
relative costs and benefits of alternative allocations of resources. They are
having to spend time and money making, hopefu\ly, improved decisions. The
significant returns on investment of competent studies are now becoming
apparent to citizens as well as to agency administrators. Thus, the demand
is increasing for quantitative tools to assist indecision making. The methods
of this book provide a beginning. The coming years should be exciting ones,
both for methodology development and for the intelligent implementation of
urban operations research.

8.3.7 Politics and Improper Reasons
for- Analysis
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